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TAKE YOUR TRAVEL TO 
NEW HEIGHTS WITH



With 25 years of unwavering dedication, 
ASM has established itself as a truly global

brand that can be trusted and accessed 
from any corner of the world.

- Vito Gomes, 
 CEO & Founder, ASM



E X C E L L E N C E
On Ground, In-Flight

Established in 1998 in the United Kingdom
by a renowned aviation expert, ASM has
become a market leader in providing
multifaceted aviation services. We offer a
wide range of services to our clients,
including flight planning, permits, ground
handling, fuelling, concierge, jet charter,
and 24/7 flight tracking and supervision
by our experienced client support team.

At ASM, we take great pride in our
expertise and flexibility, offering tailored
solutions to meet the unique needs of our
clients. Our commitment to excellence and
high standards of service have earned us
recognition from leading international
industry organizations such as NBAA,
EBAA, and IATA.

For over 25 years, ASM has upheld an
unparalleled legacy of delivering
exceptional aviation services. Today, we
stand as a trusted and respected name in
the industry, providing world-class
aviation support to clients around the
world.

ABOUT ASM



OUR FLEET

Efficient, safe, and tailored to your needs - 
ASM promises to deliver it all.



CESSNA CITATION SOVEREIGN C680
The Cessna Citation Sovereign is a remarkable midsize jet, perfectly
suited for extended trips at high altitudes. This exceptional aircraft
offers transcontinental capabilities, making it the ideal choice for long-
haul business flights or luxurious family getaways. With impressive
speed, efficiency, and safety, the Sovereign is truly in a league of its
own.

Its spacious cabin is equipped with a full refreshment center and
popular double-club seating, ensuring maximum comfort and relaxation
during your journey. Additionally, the Citation Sovereign boasts an
impressive 135 cubic feet of baggage capacity, perfect for packing for
extended stays or transporting bulky items such as golf bags.

Travel in ultimate style and comfort with the Citation Sovereign, where
luxury and convenience come together to create a remarkable flying
experience.



PERFORMANCE

Max Speed
846 km/h – 457 kt 

Max Range 
5200 km – 2850 nm

INTERIORS
NUMBER OF SEATS
9
Cabin Dimensions (HxWxL) 
170 x 168 x 770 cm

Luggage Volume
3.82 m3

Lavatory
Yes

TECHNOLOGY

Wi-Fi

DVD, CD, Satellite Radio,
and Speakers throughout
the Cabin

Universal Power Outlets
Accessible throughout the
Cabin

Real-Time Maps and Flight
Tracking with Arrival
Times

Video Monitors

COMFORT

Selections of In-Flight Dining

Premium Snacks and
Beverages 

Ample Storage and Vanity in
Lavatory

Precise Cabin Temperature
Control

Newspapers and Magazines

Your Owner Services Team
Welcomes Special Requests



The aircraft's double-club seating features spacious, comfortable
leather seats that can track forward and aft, swivel, and recline,
ensuring maximum comfort for passengers. To enhance productivity,
the cabin also includes four executive tables that offer ample
workspace for each passenger.

Additionally, the cabin is equipped with standard domestic internet,
providing passengers with reliable connectivity throughout the flight.
With the wireless cabin management system and domestic internet
available on board, passengers can experience unparalleled
connectivity and productivity in the sky. These advanced features
enable passengers to remain connected, entertained, and productive
while enjoying the luxurious comfort of the double-club seating.

The 
Business Suite
Connectivity & Control



The Cessna Citation Sovereign C680 is the perfect private jet for
families seeking luxurious travel experiences. Its capacious cabin can
accommodate 8 passengers and 1 host, offering a luxurious and
indulgent travel experience. The Sovereign's seamless operation
ensures that families can explore the world in style and comfort,
relishing the jet's luxurious amenities and plush interiors.

The jet's fuel-efficient engines allow it to fly longer distances without
the need for refueling, reducing the number of stops and increasing
travel time efficiency. With its impressive speed and long-range
capabilities, families can embark on exotic vacations and long-haul
trips with ease and comfort, all while enjoying the breathtaking views
from the jet's large windows.

Overall, the Cessna Citation Sovereign is the ultimate private jet for
families seeking luxury and convenience in their travels.

The 
Family Suite



This high-performance, long-distance ambulance jet is designed to
perform critical, life-saving missions with exceptional efficiency and
ease. Thanks to its remarkable range, the Citation 680 Sovereign can
fly across continents without the need for stopovers - a critical factor
in ensuring the patient's wellbeing. 

The spacious cabin configuration is thoughtfully designed to provide a
comfortable and spacious environment that accommodates multiple
patients, medical crew, and accompanying personnel, promoting an
optimal working environment for medical professionals. 

Saving Lives, One Flight at a Time

The
Air Ambulance



The aircraft's capacity for intensive medical equipment is unparalleled,
making it possible to safely transport critically ill patients to
international destinations. 

From portable blood gas analyzers to external cardiac pacemakers, the
Citation 680 Sovereign is equipped with the latest medical technologies
to provide life-saving care in the air. Additionally, the inclusion of a
Dräger 5400 transport incubator allows for the safe and efficient
transport of infants and newborns across continents. 

The Citation 680 Sovereign is the ultimate choice for emergency medical
transport, providing unparalleled comfort, safety, and efficiency.

Where safety, speed, 
and expertise meet.



RANGE MAP
Cessna Citation Sovereign C680 



Bombardier Learjet 60XR
T7 VGG
The Learjet 60XR is the perfect mid-sized private jet for discerning
travelers who demand an aircraft that is both efficient and reliable.
Designed for a niche market of flyers who value speed, high-altitude
cruising, and economic operation, the Learjet 60XR is a certified leader
in the aviation industry's highest safety standards, guaranteeing an
exceptionally smooth ride. With its unrivaled combination of
performance and luxury, the Learjet 60XR is the epitome of luxurious
travel, exceeding the expectations of even the most selective
passengers.

With a 6-passenger capacity, this jet is equipped to fly farther, faster,
and with more room than other private jets in its class. The Learjet
60XR's powerful engines allow for a faster climb rate and an impressive
460-knot top speed. Despite its impressive advantages, the Learjet
60XR remains a leader in fuel efficiency among mid-size jets, making it
the ultimate choice for cost-effective and luxurious travel.



Learjet 60XR | T7 - VGG

6 executive multi-position recline seats

Cockpit closeout privacy curtain

Large concealable side table*

Electrical connectors, reading lights and side ledges with
recessed 
cup holders

SAT-phone availability

Entertainment: Airshow 410 w/ DVD player & bulkhead-
mounted cabin displays

Galley with work surface, drainable ice drawer, hot water
outlet and available microwave

Lavatory benefiting from natural light, a mirror and vanity
with available sink and faucet

Generous in-cabin storage space

External baggage compartment



The 
Business Suite
Step into a world of productivity and comfort with the aircraft cabin of
the Learjet 60XR. Carefully crafted to offer a peaceful environment for
conversation, meetings, and business productivity, the cabin features a
six-seat configuration that includes ergonomic swivel and multi-
position recline capability. 

Passengers can stretch out and relax with generous legroom, while the
large concealable side table provides ample space for working, dining,
or even hosting a boardroom meeting. With reduced cabin noise and
increased privacy, the Learjet 60XR offers the most private and serene
cabin experience in its class.



The Learjet offers a private, quiet, and spacious cabin that provides
unmatched space and the most legroom in its class, allowing
passengers to maximize their time for rest or quality time for group
talks and fun. The cabin features bulkhead-mounted displays, a DVD
player, and seats that swivel, track, and recline, with every aspect of
the cabin carefully designed for an unrivaled private jet experience.

The 
Family Suite



For operating a dedicated air ambulance flight, the Learjet 60XR’s
spacious cabin setting can be quickly converted from VIP to medical
setup, to provide a proven reliable aircraft for the mission. Learjet
60XR can respond to remote areas and provide the speed that is
necessary for critical care patients. Its high-wing design allows for a
stable platform to provide in-flight critical care. From basic non-
critical transport to neonatal care, the Learjet 60XR provides the right
response.

This jet comes fully supplied with state-of-the-art equipment and
medicines. A team of qualified experts travels with the patient to
provide emergency care during the flight.

While ASM international team of aviation specialists will assist with
worldwide air ambulance charter consultations, ensuring the quickest
response possible.

The
Air Ambulance



RANGE MAP 
Learjet 60XR 

T7-VGG



Bombardier Learjet 60XR
9H GOA

The Learjet 60XR was meticulously crafted for a selective market of
sophisticated flyers who demand the ultimate in speed, high-altitude
cruising, economic operation, and reliability. With its 7-passenger
capacity, this mid-sized jet proudly boasts the aviation industry's
highest safety standards, providing a smooth and secure ride for
passengers with ample room to relax and unwind. 

With its powerful engines, the Learjet 60XR offers a faster climb rate
and an impressive top speed of 460 knots, setting the standard for
class-leading performance. However, what sets the Learjet 60XR apart
is its superior fuel efficiency compared to other mid-size jets. With this
advantage, passengers can enjoy more flying time while paying less for
fuel, making the Learjet 60XR the ultimate choice for those seeking
both speed and cost-effectiveness.



Learjet 60XR | 9H - GOA

5 executive multi-position recline seats and a sofa

Cockpit closeout privacy curtain

Large concealable side table*

Electrical connectors, reading lights and side ledges with
recessed 
cup holders

SAT-phone availability

Entertainment: Airshow 410 w/ DVD player & bulkhead-
mounted cabin displays

Galley with work surface, drainable ice drawer, hot water
outlet and available microwave

Lavatory benefiting from natural light, a mirror and vanity
with available sink and faucet

Generous in-cabin storage space

External baggage compartment



The 
Business Suite
The cabin of the aircraft is specifically designed to offer a comfortable
and productive environment for quiet reflection, conversation,
meetings, and business productivity. Featuring a seven-seat
configuration with ergonomic swivel and multi-position recline
capability, the cabin provides ample passenger legroom and a large,
concealable side table, allowing for in-flight boardroom meetings. 

Additionally, the setup reduces cabin noise and enhances privacy to
provide the quietest and most private cabin experience in its class.



Indulge in the ultimate private jet experience with the Learjet's
spacious and tranquil cabin, offering unparalleled space and the most
legroom in its class. 

Every element of the cabin is meticulously designed to ensure that
passengers enjoy a seamless private jet experience, with attention paid
to every detail to ensure maximum comfort and luxury. From the
relaxing ambiance to the versatile seating options, the Learjet offers an
unparalleled private jet experience that you won't find anywhere else.

The 
Family Suite



The Learjet 60XR is a versatile aircraft that can easily convert from
VIP to medical setup, making it an excellent choice for dedicated air
ambulance flights. With the ability to respond to remote areas and
provide the necessary speed for critical care patients, the Learjet 60XR
offers a stable platform for in-flight critical care due to its high-wing
design.

From basic non-critical transport to neonatal care, the Learjet 60XR
can be equipped with state-of-the-art equipment and medicine to
ensure the best possible care for the patient during the flight. A team
of qualified medical experts also accompanies the patient to provide
emergency care.

With ASM's assistance, you can trust that your medical transport needs
will be handled with the utmost care and efficiency.

The
Air Ambulance



9H-GOA

RANGE MAP 
Learjet 60XR 



OUR FLIGHT SUPPORT 
SERVICES

TRIP PLANNING

FLIGHT PERMITS FLIGHT TRACKING

FLIGHT SUPERVISION

FUELLING

GROUND HANDLING

CONCIERGECATERINGGROUND TRANSPORTATION



+971 04 409 7788

charter@asm.aero

www.asm.aero

B Block - Suite No. 217, 8W Building,
West wing Road - DAFZA - Dubai

Contact Us

https://www.google.com/search?q=aviation+services+management&rlz=1C1GCEU_enAE1031AE1031&oq=aviation+services+&aqs=chrome.0.35i39i355j46i39i175i199j69i57j0i512l2j69i61l3.4673j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8#

